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Ž w x w x w xIn this paper we characterize well known fuzzy compactness see 3 , 4 , 9 , and
w x. Ž w x.10 using the notion of fuzzy upper limit see 5 . Also we give and study new
fuzzy compactness in fuzzy topological spaces. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xThroughout this paper, the symbol I will denote the unit interval 0, 1 .
Let X be a nonempty set.
A fuzzy set in X is a function with domain X and values in I, that is, an
element of I X. Let A g I X. The subset of X in which A assumes nonzero
Ž w x.values, is known as the support of A see 18 .
A member A of I X is contained in a member B of I X denoted A F B if
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.and only if A x F B x , for every x g X see 18 .
X Ž w x.Let A, B g I . We define the following fuzzy sets see 18 :
Ž . X Ž .Ž .  Ž . Ž .41 A n B g I by A n B x s min A x , B x for every x g X
Ž .intersection .
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Ž . X Ž .Ž .  Ž . Ž .42 A k B g I by A k B x s max A x , B x for every x g X
Ž .union .
Ž . c X cŽ . Ž .3 A g I by A x s 1 y A x for every x g X.
X Ž .c c c Ž .c c cLet A, B g I , then A n B s A k B and A k B s A n B .
If « G 0, then we shall denote the constant fuzzy set with value « by « .
Ž w x.The first definition of a fuzzy topological space is due to Chang see 3 .
Ž .According to Chang, a fuzzy topological space is a pair X, t , where X is
Ž X .a set and t is a fuzzy topology on it, that is, a family of fuzzy sets t : I
satisfying the following three axioms:
Ž .1 0, 1 g t . By 0 and 1 we denote the characteristic functions XB
and X , respectively.X
Ž .2 If A, B g t , then A n B g t .
Ž .  4  43 If A : j g J : t , then E A : j g J g t .j j
The elements of t are called fuzzy open sets. A fuzzy set K is called
fuzzy closed set if K c g t . We denote by t c the collection of all fuzzy
cŽ .closed sets in this fuzzy topological space. Obviously, we have: a 0, 1 g t ,
Ž . c c Ž .  4 cb if K, M g t , then K k M g t and g if K : j g J : t , thenj
 4 cH K : j g J g t .j
Ž . Ž .The closure Cl A and the interior Int A of a fuzzy set A of X are
defined as
 c 4Cl A s inf K : A F K , K g tŽ .
 4Iint A s sup O : O F A , O g t ,Ž .
respectively.
A fuzzy set in X is called a fuzzy point if and only if it takes the value 0
Ž .for all y g X except one, say, x g X. If its value at x is l 0 - l F 1 we
denote the fuzzy point by pl, where the point x is called its support. Thex
Ž w x w xclass of all fuzzy points in X is denoted by X see, for example, 15 , 16
w x.and 12 .
The fuzzy point pl is said to be contained in a fuzzy set A or to belongx
l Ž .to A, denoted by p g A, if and only if l F A x . Evidently, every fuzzyx
set A can be expressed as the union of all the fuzzy points which belongs
Ž w x.to A see 12 .
Ž .A fuzzy set A in a fuzzy topological space X, t is called a neighbor-
hood of a fuzzy point pl if and only if there exists a V g t such thatx
l Ž w x.p g V F A see 12 . A neighborhood A is said to be open if and only ifx
A is open.
A fuzzy point pl is said to be quasi-coincident with A denoted by plqAx x
cŽ . Ž . Ž w x.if and only if l ) A x or l q A x ) 1 see 12 .
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A fuzzy set A is said to be quasi-coincident with B, denoted AqB, if and
Ž . cŽ . Ž . Ž .only if there exists x g X such that A x ) B x or A x q B x ) 1
Ž w x.see 12 . If A does not quasi-coincident with B, then we write Aqu B.
Ž .A fuzzy set A in a fuzzy topological space X, t is called a Q
neighborhood of pl if and only if there exists B g t such that plqB F A.x x
The family of all Q neighborhoods of pl is called the system of Qx
l Ž w x.neighborhoods of p see 12 . A Q neighborhood of a fuzzy pointx
Ž l.generally does not contain the point itself. In what follows by N p wex
denote the family of all fuzzy open Q neighborhoods of the fuzzy point plx
Ž l. U Ž Uin X. The set N p with the relation F that is, U F U if and only ifx 1 2
.U F U form a directed set.2 1
l Ž . lA fuzzy point p g Cl A if and only if each Q neighborhood of p isx x
Ž X w x.quasi-coincident with A see theorem 4.1. of 12 .
l Ž .A fuzzy point p g Int A if and only if has a neighborhood B con-x
Ž w x.tained in A see 12 .
 4Let A , n g N be a net of fuzzy sets in a fuzzy topological space Y.n
Ž . Then by F y lim A , we denote the fuzzy upper limit of the net A ,n nN
4 Y an g N in I , that is, the fuzzy set which is the union of all fuzzy points px
in Y such that for every n g N and for every fuzzy open Q neighborhood0
U of pa in Y there exists an element n g N for which n G n and A qU.x 0 n
Ž . Ž w x.In other cases we set F y lim A s 0 see 5 .nN
Ž .Finally, for the notions of: a upper limit of a net of subsets in a
Ž . Ž .topological space X, b compact topological spaces, g V]compact
Ž .Ž . Ž w xtopological spaces and d a , b ]compact topological spaces see 8 and
w x.7 .
< <Let X be a nonempty set. Then by X we denote the cardinality of X.
Also, throughout this paper the words ``fuzzy space'' means ``fuzzy topolog-
ical space.''
2. QUASI FUZZY COMPACT SPACES
Ž w x.DEFINITIONS 2.1 see 3 . A family A of fuzzy sets is a co¤er of a fuzzy
 4set B if and only if B F E A: A g A . It is an open co¤er if and only if
each member of A is an open fuzzy set. A subco¤er of A is a subfamily of
A which is also a cover.
A fuzzy topological space X is quasi fuzzy compact if and only if each
Ž w xopen cover has a finite subcover. For the previous notions, see also 10
w x.and 16 .
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.2 see 5 . A fuzzy topological space X is quasi fuzzy
 4compact if and only if for e¤ery net K , l g L of fuzzy closed sets in X suchl
Ž .that F y lim K s 0, there exists l g L for which K s 0, for e¤eryl 0 lL
l g L, l G l .0
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Notations 2.3. In what follows, we denote by V a class of directed sets.
 4Let A , l g L be a net of fuzzy sets in X. If L g V, then this net isl
called V net.
Ž w x.DEFINITION 2.4 see 6 . A fuzzy space X is called quasi-fuzzy V
 4compact if for every V net K , l g L of fuzzy closed sets in X such thatl
Ž .F y lim K s 0, there exists l g L for which K s 0, for every l g L,l 0 lL
l G l .0
Remark 2.5. By Theorem 2.2 it follows that if V is the class of all
directed sets, then the notion of quasi-fuzzy V compactness coincides with
the notion of quasi fuzzy compactness.
Ž w x.DEFINITION 2.6 see 6 . Let a be an infinite cardinal and b be a
Žcardinal or symbol ‘ such that a - b. We suppose that g / ‘ and g - ‘
.for every cardinal g .
Ž .A fuzzy space X is called quasi fuzzy a , b compact if for every open
< <cover U of fuzzy open sets of X which U - b there exists a subfamily of
U of cardinality less than a covering the fuzzy space X.
Ž .Remark 2.7. It is easy to see that the notion of quasi fuzzy v, ‘
compactness, where v is the first infinite cardinal coincide with the notion
of quasi fuzzy compactness.
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.8 see 6 . Suppose that a is regular and for e¤ery g - b
cardinality of the set of all subsets of the set g of cardinality less than a , is less
than or equal to b. Then there exists a class V of directed sets such that a
Ž .fuzzy space X is quasi fuzzy V compact if and only if it is quasi fuzzy a , b
compact.
Ž w x.DEFINITIONS 2.9 see 16 . A fuzzy topological space X is quasi fuzzy
countable compact if and only if each open countable cover has a finite
subcover.
Ž . Ž w xTHEOREM 2.10. Let X, t be a fuzzy topological C space see 16 andII
w x.12 . The fuzzy space X is quasi fuzzy countable compact if and only if for
 4 Ž .e¤ery net K , l g L of fuzzy closed sets in X such that F y lim K s 0,l lL
there exists l g L for which K s 0, for e¤ery l g L, l G l .0 l 0
w xThe proof of this theorem follows by Theorem 3.1 of 16 and Theorem
2.2.
3. WEAKLY FUZZY COMPACT SPACES
Ž w x w x. Ž .DEFINITIONS 3.1 see 9 and 10 . A fuzzy topological space X, t is
called weakly fuzzy compact if and only if for every open cover U s U :i
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4  4i g I of fuzzy open sets of X, that is E U : i g I s 1 and for every « ) 0i
 4 there exists a finite subfamily U , . . . , U of U such that E U : i sj j j1 m i
41, . . . , m G 1 y «.
THEOREM 3.2. A fuzzy topological space X is weakly fuzzy compact if and
 4only if for e¤ery net K , l g L of fuzzy closed sets in X such thatl
Ž .F y lim K s 0 and for e¤ery « ) 0, there exists l g L for which K F « ,l lL
for e¤ery l g L, l G l .0
 4Proof. Let X be a weakly fuzzy compact space, K , l g L be a net ofl
Ž .fuzzy closed sets in X such that F y lim K s 0 and « ) 0. Then forlL
every fuzzy point pr in X there exists a fuzzy open Q neighborhood U r inx p x
X and an element l r g L such that K qu U r , for every l g L, l G l r orp l p px x x
equivalently U r F K c, for every l g L, l G l r.p l px x
 r 4rClearly, the family U : p g X is an open cover of fuzzy sets of X, thatp xx
is
r
r1 s E U : p g X . 4p xx
Since the fuzzy space X is weakly fuzzy compact, there exists fuzzy
points p , p , . . . , p g X such that1 2 n
E U : i s 1, 2, . . . , n G 1 y «. 4pi
Let l g L such that l G l for every i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then for every0 0 pi
l g L, l G l we have0
cK G E U : i s 1, 2, . . . , n G 1 y «. 4l pi
Thus K F « for every l g L, l G l .l 0
Conversely, suppose that the fuzzy space X satisfies the condition of the
theorem. We prove that the fuzzy space X is weakly fuzzy compact.
Let A be an open cover of fuzzy open sets of the space X. Let L be the
 4set of all finite subsets of A directed by inclusion and let K , l g L be al
c  4net of fuzzy closed sets in X such that K s E A: A g l . Obviouslyl
w xK F K if l : l . Hence by Theorem 2.3 of 5 it follows that Fl l 2 11 2
Ž .  4y lim K s H K : l g L .l lL
Also, we have
cc 4H K : l g L s E K : l g L 4Ž .l l
c 4s E A: A g AŽ .
cs 1 s 0.
Ž .Thus F y lim K s 0. By assumption there exists an element l g Ll 0L
for which K F « for every l g L, l G l .l 0
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By the above we have
c  4K s E A: A g l G 1 y «l 00
and therefore the fuzzy space X is weakly fuzzy compact.
DEFINITION 3.3. Let V be a class of directed sets. A fuzzy space X is
 4called weakly fuzzy V compact if for every V net K , l g L of fuzzyl
Ž .closed sets in X such that F y lim K s 0 and for every « ) 0, therelL
exists l g L for which K F « , for every l g L, l G l .0 l 0
Remark 3.4. By Theorem 3.2 it follows that if V is the class of all
directed sets, then the notion of weakly fuzzy V compactness coincides
with the notion of weakly fuzzy compactness.
DEFINITION 3.5. Let a be an infinite cardinal and b be a cardinal or
Žsymbol ‘ such that a - b. We suppose that g / ‘ and g - ‘ for every
.cardinal g .
Ž .A fuzzy space X is called weakly fuzzy a , b compact if for every open
< <cover U of fuzzy open sets of X where U - b and for every « ) 0, there
exists a subfamily U of U of cardinality less than a such that E U:1
4U g U G 1 y «.1
Ž .Remark 3.6. It is easy to see that the notion of weakly fuzzy v, ‘
compactness coincides with the notion of weakly fuzzy compactness.
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose that a is regular and for e¤ery g - b cardinality
of the set of all subsets of the set g of cardinality less than a , is less than or
equal to b. Then there exists a class V of directed sets such that a fuzzy space
Ž .X is weakly fuzzy V compact if and only if it is weakly fuzzy a , b compact.
< <Proof. Let V be the class of all directed sets L with L - b having the
X < X <property: for every subset L : L with L - a there exists an element
l g L such that l F l for every l g LX. We prove that the weakly fuzzy0 0
Ž .a , b compact space X is weakly fuzzy V compact.
 4Let K , l g L be an V net of fuzzy closed sets in X such that Fl
Ž .y lim K s 0 and let « ) 0. We must prove that there exists an elementlL
l g L such that K F « , for every l g L, l G l .0 l 0
For every l g L we set
X  X X 4K s Cl E K : l G l .Ž .l l
X X XŽ .Obviously, K F K if l F l . It is also easy to verify that F y lim Kl l 2 1 lL1 2X X 4 Ž . Ž .s H K : l g L and F y lim K s F y lim K s 0. Hence Fl l lL L
X X X cŽ .  4 Ž . 4y lim K s H K : l g L s 0 or E K : l g L s 1. Since the fuzzyl l lL
Ž . < <space X is weakly fuzzy a , b compact and L - b , there exists a subset
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X < X <L : L with L - a such that
cX XE K : l g L G 1 y «.Ž . 4l
Since L g V, there exists an element l g L such that l F l , for0 0
X X  X X4 Ž X .c X4every l g L . This means that K F H K : l g L or E K : l g Ll l l0X X X Xc cŽ . Ž .F K . Hence K G 1 y «. Thus K F « and therefore K F « , forl l l l0 0 0
every l g L, l G l .0
X X
XSince K F K for every l G l, we have K F « for every l g L,l l l
l G l .0
Conversely, let X be a weakly fuzzy V compact space. We prove that
Ž .the fuzzy space X is weakly fuzzy a , b compact. It is sufficient to prove
 4 < <that if U : m g M is a collection of fuzzy open sets of X, where M - bm
 4and E U : m g M s 1 and « ) 0, then there exists a subset N : M withm
< <  4N - a such that E U : m g N G 1 y «.m
Let L be the set of all subsets of M of cardinality less than a directed
by inclusion. By conditions of the theorem, L g V. We consider the net
 4 X  4 cK , l g L , where K s H K , m g l and K s U . It is easy to verifyl l m m m
X XŽ .  4  4that F y lim K s H K : l g L s H K : m g M s 0.l l mL
Since the fuzzy space X is weakly fuzzy V compact and L g V, there
Xexists l g L such that K F « for every l g L, l G l .0 l 0
< <Setting N s l we have N - a and0
XK s H K : m g N F « 4l m0
or
c
E K : m g N s E U : m g N G 1 y «. 4Ž .½ 5m m
Ž .Thus, the fuzzy space X is weakly fuzzy a , b compact.
4. a COMPACT SPACES
Ž w x. Ž .DEFINITION 4.1 see 4 . Let X, t be a fuzzy topological space and let
a g I. A collection U of fuzzy open sets of X will be called an a shading
Ž .of X if for each x g X, there exists a U g U with U x ) a.
Ž w x. w .DEFINITION 4.2 see 4 . Let a g 0, 1 . A fuzzy topological space
Ž .X, t is called a compact if and only if each a-shading family in t has a
finite a-shading subfamily.
w .THEOREM 4.3. Let a g 0, 1 . A fuzzy topological space X is a compact if
 4and only if for e¤ery net K , l g L of fuzzy closed sets in X such that Fl
Ž .y lim K - 1 y a, there exists an element l g L for which K - 1 y a,l 0 lL
for e¤ery l g L, l G l .0
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 4Proof. Let X be an a-compact space and K , l g L be a net of fuzzyl
Ž .closed sets in X such that F y lim K - 1 y a. Then for every fuzzylL
r rŽ .point p in X for which F y lim K - p F 1 y a, there exists a fuzzyx l xL
open Q neighborhood U r in X and an element l r g L such thatp px x
K qu U r , for every l g L, l G l r or equivalently U r F K c, for everyl p p p lx x x
l g L, l G l r.p x
Since the fuzzy set U r is a fuzzy open Q neighborhood of pr in X wep xx
Ž . Ž .r rhave that r q U x ) 1 or U x ) 1 y r G a.p px xr r Ž . 4  rLet P s p g X : F y lim K - p F 1 y a . Clearly, the family U :x l x pL xr 4p g P is an a-shading family in t . Since the fuzzy space X is a compact,x
there exist fuzzy points p , p , . . . , p g X such that the family1 2 n
U s U : i s 1, 2, . . . , n 41 pi
is a shading.
Clearly, for the family U we have1
E U : i s 1, 2, . . . , n ) a. 4pi
Let l g L such that l G l for every i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then for every0 0 pi
l g L, l G l we have0
cK G E U : i s 1, 2, . . . , n ) a. 4l pi
Thus, K - 1 y a for every l g L, l G l .l 0
Conversely, suppose that the fuzzy space X satisfies the condition of the
theorem. We prove that the fuzzy space X is a compact.
Let A be an a-shading family in t . Let L be the set of all finite subsets
 4of A directed by inclusion and let K , l g L be a net of fuzzy closed setsl
c  4in X such that K s E A: A g l . Obviously K F K if l : l .l l l 2 11 2w x Ž .  4Hence by Theorem 2.3 of 5 it follows that F y lim K s H K : l g L .l lL
Also, we have
cc 4H K : l g L s E K : l g L 4Ž .l l
c 4s E A: A g A .Ž .
Since the family A is an a-shading family we have
 4E A: A g A ) a.
Thus
c 4  4H K : l g L s E A: A g A - 1 y aŽ .l
Ž .and therefore F y lim K - 1 y a. By assumption there exists an ele-lL
ment l g L for which K - 1 y a for every l g L, l G l .0 l 0
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By the above we have
c  4K s E A: A g l ) al 00
 4and therefore the family A: A g l is an a-shading subfamily of A. Thus0
the fuzzy space X is a compact.
w .DEFINITION 4.4. Let a g 0, 1 . Let V be a class of directed sets. A
 4fuzzy space X is called V]a compact if for every V net K , l g L ofl
Ž .fuzzy closed sets in X such that F y lim K - 1 y a, there existslL
l g L for which K - 1 y a, for every l g L, l G l .0 l 0
Remark 4.5. By Theorem 4.3 it follows that if V is the class of all
directed sets, then the notion of weakly fuzzy V]a compactness coincides
with the notion of a compactness.
w .DEFINITION 4.6. Let a g 0, 1 . Let a be an infinite cardinal and b be
Ža cardinal or symbol ‘ such that a - b. We suppose that g / ‘ and
.g - ‘ for every cardinal g .
Ž .A fuzzy space X is called a , b ]a compact if every a-shading family U
< <of fuzzy open sets of X which U - b has an a-shading subfamily U1
cardinality less than a .
Ž .Remark 4.7. It is easy to see that the notion of v, ‘ ]a compactness
coincides with the notion of a compactness.
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that a is regular and for e¤ery g - b cardinality
of the set of all subsets of the set g of cardinality less than a , is less than or
equal to b. Then there exists a class V of directed sets such that a fuzzy space
Ž .X is V]a compact if and only if it is a , b ]a compact.
< <Proof. Let V be the class of all directed sets L with L - b having the
X < X <property: for every subset L : L with L - a there exist an element
X Ž .l g L such that l F l for every l g L . We prove that the a , b ]a-0 0
compact space X is V]a compact.
 4Let K , l g L be an V net of fuzzy closed sets in X such that Fl
Ž .y lim K - 1 y a. We must prove there exists an element l g L suchl 0L
that K - 1 y a, for every l g L, l G l .l 0
For every l g L we set
X  X X 4K s Cl E K : l G l .Ž .l l
X X XŽ .Obviously K F K if l F l . It is also easy to verify that F y lim Kl l 2 1 lL1 2X X X 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .s H K : l g L and F y lim K s F y lim K . Hence F y lim Kl l l lL L L
X X c 4 Ž . 4s H K : l g L - 1 y a or E K : l g L ) a. Since the fuzzy spacel l
Ž . < < XX is a , b ]a compact and L - b there exists a subset L ; L with
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< X <L - a such that
cX XE K : l g L ) a.Ž . 4l
for every l g L, l G l .0
Since L g V there exists an element l g L such that l F l , for0 0
X X  X X4 Ž X .c X4every l g L . This means that K F H K : l g L or E K : l g Ll l l0X X X Xc cŽ . Ž .F K . Hence K ) a. Thus K - 1 y a and therefore K - 1 y a,l l l l0 0 0
for every l g L, l G l .0
X X
XSince K F K , for every l G l, we have K - 1 y a, for every l g L,l l l
l G l .0
Conversely, Let X be an V]a-compact space. We prove that the fuzzy
Ž .  4space X is a , b ]a compact. It is sufficient to prove that if U , m g Mm
< <is an a-shading family in t of fuzzy open sets of X, where M - b , then
< < there exists a subset N : M with N - a such that the family U :m
4m g N is a shading.
Let L be the set of all subsets of M of cardinality less than a directed
by inclusion. By conditions of the theorem L g V. We consider the net
 4 X  4 cK , l g L , where K s H K , m g l and K s U . It is easy to verifyl l m m m
X XŽ .  4  4that F y lim K s H K : l g L s H K : m g M - 1 y a.l l mL
Since the fuzzy space X is weakly fuzzy V-compact and L g V there
Xexists l g L such that K - 1 y a, for every l g L, l G l .0 l 0
< <Setting N s l we have N - a and0
XK s H K : m g N - 1 y a 4l m0
cŽ . 4  4or E K : m g N s E U : m g N ) 1 y a.m m
Ž .Thus the fuzzy space X is weakly fuzzy a , b ]a compact.
Ž w x. Ž .Notations 4.9 see 10 . Let X, t be a fuzzy topological space and let
w . Ž .  y1ŽŽ x. 4a g 0, 1 . Then the family i t s A a, 1 : A g t is a topologya
on X.
w . Ž .THEOREM 4.10. Let a g 0, 1 . A fuzzy topological space X, t is a
 4compact if and only if for e¤ery net K , l g L of closed sets of thel
X XŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .topological space X, i t such that lim K s B by lim K we denotea l lL L
 4.the upper limit of the net K , l g L there exists an element l g L suchl 0
that K s B, for e¤ery l g L, l G l .l 0
w xThe proof of this theorem follows by Proposition 1.1 of 10 and
w xTheorem 3.1 of 7 .
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5. STRONG FUZZY COMPACT SPACES
Ž w x. Ž .DEFINITION 5.1 see 10 . A fuzzy topological space X, t is called
w .strong fuzzy compact if and only if it is a compact for every a g 0, 1 .
THEOREM 5.2. A fuzzy topological space X is strong fuzzy compact if and
w .  4only if for e¤ery a g 0, 1 and for e¤ery net K , l g L of fuzzy closed sets inl
Ž .X such that F y lim K - 1 y a, there exists an element l g L for whichl 0L
K - 1 y a, for e¤ery l g L, l G l .l 0
The proof of this theorem follows by Definition 5.1 and Theorem 4.3.
DEFINITION 5.3. Let V be a class of directed sets. A fuzzy space X is
w .called strong fuzzy V compact if for every a g 0, 1 and for every V net
 4 Ž .K , l g L of fuzzy closed sets in X such that F y lim K - 1 y a,l lL
there exists l g L for which K - 1 y a, for every l g L, l G l .0 l 0
Remark 5.4. By Theorem 5.2 it follows that if V is the class of all
directed sets, then the notion of strong fuzzy V compactness coincides
with the notion of strong fuzzy compactness.
DEFINITION 5.5. Let a be an infinite cardinal and b be a cardinal or
Žsymbol ‘ such that a - b. We suppose that g / ‘ and g - ‘ for every
.cardinal g .
Ž .A fuzzy space X is called strong fuzzy a , b compact if for every
w .a g 0, 1 and for every a-shading family U of fuzzy open sets of X where
< <U - b has an a-shading subfamily U cardinality less than a .1
Ž .Remark 5.6. It is easy to see that the notion of strong fuzzy v, ‘
compactness coincides with the notion of strong fuzzy compactness.
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose that a is regular and for e¤ery g - b cardinality
of the set of all subsets of the set g of cardinality less than a , is less than or
equal to b. Then there exists a class V of directed sets such that a fuzzy space
Ž .X is strong fuzzy V compact if and only if it is strong fuzzy a , b compact.
The proof of this theorem follows by Definition 5.5 and Theorem 4.8.
Ž .THEOREM 5.8. A fuzzy topological space X, t is fuzzy strong compact if
w .  4and only if for e¤ery a g 0, 1 and for e¤ery net K , l g L of closed sets ofl
X XŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .the topological space X, i t such that lim K s B by lim K wea l lL L
 4.denote the upper limit of the net K , l g L there exists an element l g Ll 0
such that K s B, for e¤ery l g L, l G l .l 0
The proof of this theorem follows by Definition 5.5, Proposition 1.1 of
w x w x10 , and Theorem 3.1 of 7 .
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6. ULTRA-FUZZY COMPACT SPACES
Ž w x.Notations 6.1 see 10 . By I we denote the unit interval I equippedr
Ž x 4  4with the topology t s a, 1 : a g I j I . If t is a fuzzy topology on X,r
Ž .then i t is the initial topology on X for the family of functions t and the
topological space I .r
Ž w x. Ž .DEFINITION 6.2 see 10 . A fuzzy topological space X, d is called
Ž Ž ..ultra-fuzzy compact if and only if X, i d is compact.
Ž .THEOREM 6.3. A fuzzy topological space X, d is ultra-fuzzy compact if
 4and only if for e¤ery net K , l g L of closed sets of the topological spacel
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .X, i d such that lim K s B by lim K we denote the upper limit ofl lL L
 4.the net K , l g L there exists an element l g L such that K s B, forl 0 l
e¤ery l g L, l G l .0
The proof of this theorem follows by Definition 6.2 and Theorem 3.1 of
w x7 .
Ž .DEFINITION 6.4. A fuzzy topological space X, d is called ultra-fuzzy V
Ž Ž ..compact if and only if X, i d is V compact.
DEFINITION 6.5. Let a be an infinite cardinal and b be a cardinal or
Žsymbol ‘ such that a - b. We suppose that g / ‘ and g - ‘ for every
.cardinal g .
Ž . Ž .A fuzzy topological space X, d is called ultra-fuzzy a , b compact if
Ž Ž .. Ž .and only if X, i d is a , b compact.
THEOREM 6.6. Suppose that a is regular and for e¤ery g - b cardinality
of the set of all subsets of the set g of cardinality less than a , is less than or
equal to b. Then there exists a class V of directed sets such that a fuzzy space
Ž .X is ultra-fuzzy V compact if and only if it is ultra fuzzy a , b compact.
The proof of this theorem follows by Definitions 6.4, 6.5, and Theorem
w x3.4 of 7 .
7. FUZZY COMPACT SPACES
Ž w x w x. Ž .DEFINITION 7.1 see 9 and 10 . A fuzzy topological space X, t is
called fuzzy compact if and only if for every family U of fuzzy open sets of
 4 Ž xX and for every a g I such that E U: U g U G a and for every « g 0, a
 4there exists a finite subfamily U of U that E U: U g U G a y «.1 1
Ž w x.THEOREM 7.2 see Theorem 5.1 of 11 . A fuzzy topological space X is
 4fuzzy compact if and only if for e¤ery a g I, for e¤ery net K , l g L of fuzzyl
Ž . Ž xclosed sets in X such that F y lim K F 1 y a and for e¤ery « g 0, a ,lL
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there exists an element l g L for which K F 1 y a q «, for e¤ery l g L,0 l
l G l .0
 4Proof. Let X be a fuzzy compact space, a g I, K , l g L be a net ofl
Ž . Ž xfuzzy closed sets in X such that F y lim K F 1 y a and « g 0, a .lL
r rŽ .Then for every fuzzy point p in X for which F y lim K - px l xL
rF 1 y a q «r2 , there exists a fuzzy open Q neighborhood U im XŽ . p x
and an element l r g L such that K qu U r , for every l g L, l G l r orp l p px x x
equivalently U r F K c, for every l g L, l G l r.p l px x
Since the fuzzy set U r is a fuzzy open Q neighborhood of pr in X wep xx
Ž . Ž . Ž .r rhave r q U x ) 1 or U x ) 1 y r G a y «r2 .p px x
r r Ž . 4Let P s p g X : F y lim K - p F 1 y a q «r2 . ClearlyŽ .x l xL
«
r
rE U : p g P G a y . 4p xx 2
Ž . Ž Ž .xSince the fuzzy space X is fuzzy compact and «r2 g 0, a y «r2 ,
there exist fuzzy points p , p , . . . , p g X such that1 2 n
« «
E U : i s 1, 2, . . . , n G a y y 4pi 2 2
or
E U : i s 1, 2, . . . , n G a y «. 4pi
Let l g L such that l G l for every i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then for every0 0 pi
l g L, l G l we have0
cK G E U : i s 1, 2, . . . , n G a y «. 4l pi
Thus K F 1 y a q «, for every l g L, l G l .l 0
Conversely, suppose that the fuzzy space X satisfies the condition of the
theorem. We prove that the fuzzy space X is fuzzy compact.
 4 Ž xLet a g I, A be a family in t such that E U: U g A G a and « g 0, a .
Let L be the set of all finite subsets of A directed by inclusion and let
 4 c K , l g L be a net of fuzzy closed sets in X such that K s E A:l l
4 w xA g l . Obviously K F K if l : l . Hence by Theorem 2.3 of 5 itl l 2 11 2
Ž .  4follows that F y lim K s H K : l g L .l lL
Also, we have
cc 4E K : l g L s E K : l g L 4Ž .l l
c 4s E A: A g A .Ž .
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For the family A we have
 4E A: A g A G a.
Thus
c 4  4H K : l g L s E A: A g A F 1 y aŽ .l
Ž .and therefore F y lim K F 1 y a. By assumption there exists an ele-lL
ment l g L for which K F 1 y a q « for every l g L, l G l .0 l 0
By the above we have
c  4K s E A: A g l G a y «l 00
 4and therefore the family A: A g l is a finite subfamily of A such that0
 4E A: A g l G a y «.0
Thus the fuzzy space X is fuzzy compact.
DEFINITION 7.3. Let V be a class of directed sets. A fuzzy space X is
 4called fuzzy V compact if for every a g I, for every V net K , l g L ofl
Ž .fuzzy closed sets in X such that F y lim K F 1 y a, and for everylL
Ž x« g 0, a , there exists l g L for which K F 1 y a q «, for every l g L,0 l
l G l .0
Remark 7.4. By Theorem 7.2 it now follows that if V is the class of all
directed sets, then the notion of fuzzy V]a compactness coincides with the
notion of fuzzy compactness.
DEFINITION 7.5. Let a be an infinite cardinal and b be a cardinal or
Žsymbol ‘ such that a - b. We suppose that g / ‘ and g - ‘ for every
.cardinal g .
Ž .A fuzzy space X is called fuzzy a , b compact if for every a g I, for
< < every family U of fuzzy open sets of X where U - b such that E U:
4 Ž xU g U G a and for every « g 0, a , there exists a finite subfamily U of1
 4U cardinality less than a such that E U: U g U G a y «.1
Ž .Remark 7.6. It is easy to see that the notion of fuzzy v, y‘ compact-
ness coincides with the notion of fuzzy compactness.
THEOREM 7.7. Suppose that a is regular and for e¤ery g - b cardinality
of the set of all subsets of the set g of cardinality less than a , is less than or
equal to b. Then there exists a class V of directed sets such that a fuzzy space
Ž .X is fuzzy V compact if and only if it is fuzzy a , b compact.
< <Proof. Let V be the class of all directed sets L with L - b having the
X < X <property: for every subset L : L with L - a there exists an element
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l g L such that l F l for every l g LX. We prove that the fuzzy0 0
Ž .a , b -compact space X is fuzzy V compact.
 4Let a g I, K , l g L be an V net of fuzzy closed sets in X such thatl
Ž . Ž xF y lim K F 1 y a and « g 0, a . We must prove that there exists anlL
element l g L such that K F 1 y a q «, for every l g L, l G l .0 l 0
For every l g L we set
X  X X 4K s Cl E K : l G l .Ž .l l
X X XŽ .Obviously K F K if l F l . It is also easy to verify that F y lim Kl l 2 1 lL1 2X X X 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .s H K : l g L and F y lim K s F y lim K . Hence F y lim Kl l l lL L L
X X c 4 Ž . 4s H K : l g L F 1 y a or E K : l g L G a. Since the fuzzy spacel l
Ž . < < XX is fuzzy a , b compact and L - b there exists a subset L : L with
< X <L - a such that
cX XE K : l g L G a y «.Ž . 4l
Since L g V there exists an element l g L such that l F l , for0 0
X X  X X4 Ž X .c X4every l g L . This means that K F H K : l g L or E K : l g Ll l l0X X Xc cŽ . Ž .F K . Hence K G a y «. Thus K F 1 y a q « and thereforel l l0 0 0XK F 1 y a q «, for every l g L, l G l .l 0
X X
XSince K F K , for every l G l, we have K F 1 y a for every l g L,l l l
l G l .0
Conversely, let X be a fuzzy V-compact space. We prove that the fuzzy
Ž . space X is fuzzy a , b compact. It is sufficient to prove that if a g I, U ,m
4 < <m g M is a family in t of fuzzy open sets of X, where M - b such that
 4 Ž xE U : m g M G a and « g 0, a , then there exists a subset N : M withm
< <  4N - a such that E U : m g N G a y «.m
Let L be the set of all subsets of M of cardinality less than a directed
by inclusion. By conditions of the theorem, L g V. We consider the net
 4 X  4 cK , l g L , where K s H K , m g l and K s U . It is easy to verifyl l m m m
X XŽ .  4  4that F y lim K s H K : l g L s H K : m g M F 1 y a.l l mL
Since the fuzzy space X is weakly fuzzy V compact and L g V, there
Xexists l g L such that K F 1 y a q «, for every l g L, l G l .0 l 0
< <Setting N s l we have N - a and0
XK s H K : m g N F 1 y a q « 4l m0
cŽ . 4  4or E K : m g N s E U : m g N G a y «.m m
Ž .Thus the fuzzy space X is fuzzy a , b compact.
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